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Name:______________________________________

Identify the Feelings
From the words provided for each clue, provide the letter of the word which best matches the
clue.

1. Your mom took you swimming on a hot day.
A. worried   B. relaxed   C. cranky   D. appreciative

2. A friend copied your work.
A. annoyed   B. proud   C. relaxed   D. mad

3. You didn't get invited to a party.
A. worried   B. annoyed   C. mad   D. unhappy

4. You got top marks on your math test.
A. annoyed   B. proud   C. relieved   D. mad

5. You're feeling very calm.
A. worried   B. cranky   C. relaxed   D. annoyed

6. You don't think you did well on an important test.
A. worried   B. appreciative   C. cranky   D. mad

7. You didn't sleep well and are irritable.
A. mad   B. cranky   C. appreciative   D. proud

8. Your friend really ticked you off.
A. cranky   B. annoyed   C. unhappy   D. mad

9. You finished writing a test you were worried about.
A. mad   B. unhappy   C. worried   D. relieved

10. Your pet is very sick.
A. appreciative   B. sad   C. worried   D. cranky
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Identify the Feelings
From the words provided for each clue, provide the letter of the word which best matches the
clue.

1. D Your mom took you swimming on a hot day.
A. worried   B. relaxed   C. cranky   D. appreciative

2. A A friend copied your work.
A. annoyed   B. proud   C. relaxed   D. mad

3. D You didn't get invited to a party.
A. worried   B. annoyed   C. mad   D. unhappy

4. B You got top marks on your math test.
A. annoyed   B. proud   C. relieved   D. mad

5. C You're feeling very calm.
A. worried   B. cranky   C. relaxed   D. annoyed

6. A You don't think you did well on an important test.
A. worried   B. appreciative   C. cranky   D. mad

7. B You didn't sleep well and are irritable.
A. mad   B. cranky   C. appreciative   D. proud

8. D Your friend really ticked you off.
A. cranky   B. annoyed   C. unhappy   D. mad

9. D You finished writing a test you were worried about.
A. mad   B. unhappy   C. worried   D. relieved

10. B Your pet is very sick.
A. appreciative   B. sad   C. worried   D. cranky
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